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New LUCC president and VP elected

Celeste Hall
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

After a close election on
Tuesday, Lawrentians have chosen their next President and
Vice President for the Lawrence
Community Council (LUCC).
Junior Rufino Cacho won the
presidency with 251 votes, and
the Vice Presidency went to
Sophomore Colleen Murray with
335 votes. LUCC released a statement Tuesday night with the
results, adding that “there is a
three-day period available for
any contesting of the election.
After this period, the results will
become official pending General
Council approval on Monday, Jan.
22.” LUCC President-elect, Rufino
Cacho, appeared live on Facebook
to thank all of his supporters once
the results became clear.
The election followed a
debate in Warch last Saturday,
which featured three Presidential
candidates — junior Jazleen
Galvez, junior Rufino Cacho, and

Sophomore Maria Pimenidou answers one of the questions directed at the candidates by the two student mediators.
Photo by Emma Gilshannon

sophomore Maria Pimenidou —
and three Vice Presidential candidates — sophomore Colleen
Murray, junior Saahil Cuccria and
junior Alyssa Ayen. All are current
members of LUCC. The event was
hosted by class representatives
sophomore Cristina Sada and
senior Anmol Gupta, who asked
the candidates questions about
their ideas and plans for LUCC and
Lawrence University as a whole.
There was a consensus among
the candidates that LUCC ought to
be more accessible to Lawrence
athletes and con students. While
their interests are very different,
athletes and musicians on campus
are similar in that they have very
busy schedules, and spend a lot of
time separated from the main university buildings. Practice, games
and ensemble obligations make
it difficult for con-students and
athletes to attend General Council
meetings.
Because of this, these mem-

See page 2

Students volunteer for annual MLK Day of Service
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Martin Luther King, Jr Day,
Monday, Jan. 15, to honor Dr. King’s
legacy, the Martin Luther King, Jr
Day of Service was hosted by the
Volunteer Service Center and the
27th Annual Martin Luther King,
Jr. Celebration, featuring keynote
speaker Aly Wane, was held in
the Lawrence Memorial Chapel at
6:30 p.m.
The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day of Service consisted of seven
volunteer opportunities both on
and off campus throughout the
day.
One of these opportunities
was learning about international
police harassment and writing letters with Amnesty International at
2 p.m. in the Kraemer Conference
Room in Warch Campus Center.
Another of the many off campus volunteering opportunities
was sorting donations at Bethesda
Thrift Shop from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Riverview Gardens also had many
projects for volunteers to work on
such as harvesting and weeding.
Along with the volunteering
opportunities there was also a
Decoda Music For All concert following the volunteer opportunities which was co-sponsored by
the Conservatory of Music.
A talk about ethical volunteering, grassroots organizing and
how the Flint Water Crisis affects
the entire nation was given by
Claire McClinton in Esch Hurvis
room at 11 a.m. McClinton is an

organizer for the Flint Water
Crisis and also spoke about how
safe and affordable water can be
brought to all of America.
The 27th Annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Celebration started
off with a welcome by Co-Chairs
Rev. Leah Hart-Landsberg and Pa
Lee Moua. President Mark Burstein
also spoke briefly to thank the
MLK Celebration Planning Team
and those involved in making
the celebration happen. Karen
Nelson, the current Diversity and
Inclusion Coordinator for the City
of Appleton, recognized that this
is the 20th year that Appleton
has had a Diversity and Inclusion
Coordinator.
There were two awards
given out, one to an outstanding leader in the community and
the other to an educator. Yee Lee
Vue was the recipient of the 24th
Jane LaChapelle McCarty MLK
Community Leader Award.
The fourth Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Educator Award was given
to Mayra Pasayes. Each year the
celebration hosts an essay contest,
this year the three winners were
Portia Hah, Kate Jannette and La
Lee Yang. “With this young generation of leaders we will overcome
today. Not someday, today,” said
Dr. Bola Delano-Oriaran who presented the essay contest winners.
Aly Wane gave the keynote
address “Those Who Have Been
Left Out.” Wane’s address focused
on how King’s legacy can influence immigration reform, specifically how King’s concept of the
evil triplets of racism, militarism
and economic injustice relate to
immigration. When Wane first

Aly Wane delivers this year’s keynote address.
Photo by Emma Gilshannon

became involved with the issue of
immigration he decided he “needed to look at the structural issues,
which is where Martin Luther
King’s legacy comes in.”
Wane started by saying
that people “can’t talk about the
immigration issue in this country without talking about racism,”
and that citizenship has always
been a white male issue. Wane
then brought up the long history
of racially biased citizenship laws
from the Chinese Exclusion Acts to
Arizona law SB 1070.
Militarism has become more
involved in immigration since a

cycle of immigrants leaving their
homes because of violence in their
home countries, then some end up
joining gangs. Then when these
people are deported they bring
this violence back to their home
countries.
“Exporting militarism causes
more immigration,” said Wane.
Wane’s final topic was
Economic Injustice, mentioning
how King was critical of economic
system the US was built because it
pitted the poor workers who were
US citizens against poor migrant
workers. Also how the race to find
cheap labor causes more immi-
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gration.
“The only way things are
going to get better is if we become
global citizens,” said Wane when
closing his address. Wane stressed
the idea that there are always
things people can do to try to
make things better in the world.
Wane said that while life is currently difficult for many, people
should still try to help others since
“healing is connected to the well
being of others.”
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CODA has “The Talk”

Ben Hollenstein
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Tuesday, Jan. 16, the
Committee on Diversity Affairs
(CODA) held a discussion in partnership with Student Alliance
Against Sexual Harassment and
Assault (SAASHA) and Colores
titled “Let’s Talk About Sex on
Campus.” The conversation took
place in the Mead Witter room on
the second floor of Warch. Around
30 people were present over the
course of the two hours, from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.
Index cards were available
for anonymous questions as a way
to increase participation, since
many questions about sex on campus are personal or embarrassing.
A list of resources in Appleton was
also available.
The discussion was lead by
junior Rebecca Burnheimer, sophomore Amy DeGraff-Castro and
senior chair of SAASHA Mallory
Bryan. They started out with basic
ground rules: be courteous to others, be good listeners and address
ideas, not people. They also issued
a trigger warning, due to the issue
of rape being part of the discussion.
The first topic they covered
was consent. The audience supplied that consent was an overt,
active intent of “yes,” although it’s
not always with the word “yes”
itself. Any word or action that provides unequivocal permission is a
form of consent. They suggested
thinking about it as permission,
since the word “consent” with the
issues surrounding it can scare
people, and is at its core giving or
denying permission.
The Lawrence policy on the
definition of consent is ‘freely
and ongoing-ly given by word or
action in a clear manner, while the
person is knowing.’
“How do you ask for consent?” they asked the audience.
Someone suggested combining
asking for consent with asking
about getting a condom as a practical, natural way to incorporate it.
The discussion of consent
moved into ways to say no. It’s not
always easy to do. According to
an audience member, “there have
been times when, in romantic situations, a friend has said ‘yes’ when
they wanted to say ‘no’ because
they felt that they needed to in
order to keep their partner. That
they needed to pay this price for
the man’s affection.” Remember,
not saying no when you feel you
need to can hurt much more than
begrudgingly giving consent. You
have the right to withhold consent
at any time.
The discussion moved to the
issue of Rape Culture, and the victim blaming that is part of it. They
showed a short video of a poem
on rape and its widespread reference in songs, as far back as the
40s. The conversation then split
into small group discussions to

allow people to more comfortably
share their thoughts and stories
while talking about the video.
The conversation moved to
the opposite, the Consent Culture.
Again in small groups, it was
explained as a culture where people feel comfortable asking for
consent and saying no. It is the
ideal, the normalization of asking
for consent and respecting the
answer.
The leaders showed a short
written piece by a woman who
works with sex workers. She said,
“consent is about power. Less
power means less ability to establish meaningful consent.” The
discussion then touched on how
we can replace rape culture with
consent culture, without reaching a definitive policy answer. The
question will continue to be asked.
They then showed a video
about
being
transgender.
According to the video, being
attracted to someone just because
they’re trans is fetishizing, while
someone being trans shouldn’t be
a reason on its own to not date
someone. Every trans person has
a different situation, and a different body. The goal is for each of
us to be as wholly ourselves as
possible, trans or not.
The topic moved to a brief
definition of gender and sexual
orientation. Gender is how you
relate to yourself, while sexual orientation is who you’re attracted
to.
They next showed a video of a
doctor, in which she promoted the
importance of having good sexual
communication, since there is
research that shows having sexual
communication leads to more satisfaction. She also explained that
orgasming isn’t the only benefit
of sex, since sex itself has benefits
even before the orgasm.
The discussion ended with
an overview of safe sex. They
went over sexually transmitted
infections (STIs). They’re viral
or bacterial infections transmitted through any sexual contact.
Common examples are HIV and
herpes. They noted that STIs can
be transmitted through oral sex.
Methods of prevention include
condoms, dental dams, vaccinations and pre-exposure prophylaxis. Getting tested regularly is
vital to keeping both yourself
and your partner healthy. Open
communication about sexual
health between partners is key to
keeping everyone safe. Planned
Parenthood gives testing, along
with other places. Full lists can be
found online.
They wrapped up with the
different options for birth control,
including condoms and birth control pills along with many others.
Planned Parenthood has a full list
online. The takeaways were that
safe sex is good sex, and communication in every aspect of sexual
intimacy is vital for safe and fulfilling relationships.
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LUCC Executive Election Debate

continued from page 1

bers of the Lawrence community
see their interests as underrepresented by student government.
For example, con students and
athletes often struggle with a lack
of access to food due to scheduling
and distance from Warch. “Food
shouldn’t even be a question,” said
Presidential candidate and sophomore Maria Pomenidou. “It’s just
so basic, something you need to
get through the day. LUCC needs to
be meticulous about these things,
and solve them quickly.”
All of the candidates also
voiced dissatisfaction with the
efforts of the administration to
make Lawrence as inclusive
and safe as possible for all students. Lawrence has experienced
strained tensions in the wake of
racially charged incidents from
last term. These included one
instance where a swastika was
drawn on a student’s door in Hiett
Hall without her knowledge or

consent, and the heated debate
surrounding the formation of the
controversial group Students for
Free Thought.
In the last few years, there
have also been several high profile
cases of sexual assault on campus, where the administration
has allowed abusers to return to
school after their victims have
graduated. All of these things
have led many Lawrentians to feel
unsafe.
Presidential candidate junior
Jazleen Galvez said, “Faculty don’t
understand how personal these
things are. We live here. They
can go home.” All six candidates
agreed that LUCC should put pressure on the administration to take
some of the heavy lifting of healing student divisions upon themselves, instead of placing the bulk
of the burden on student organizations like the Committee on
Diversity Affairs (CODA). Junior

Rufino Cacho suggested that faculty regularly go through sensitivity training, to keep updated about
students’ needs.
The debate ended with a
Town Hall meeting to discuss
recent LUCC legislation, including
a new preamble and expanded
definitions of discrimination and
disruptive conduct and behavior
on campus.
When asked about the legacy
he expected to leave behind, current LUCC president senior Lewis
Berger said, “It’s helpful that [Vice
President] Naomi Oster and I have
worked with everyone running.
We’re passionate about the same
things, so they’ll be able to carry
things on. Making Lawrence a
better place to live will always
be important, no matter who’s in
charge.”

Dannielle Konz

is to offer support for women
and non-binary members of the
STEMM community here on campus. Sophomore and co-president
Elizabeth Bridgwater commented, “We want to address issues
brought up by the hiring and wage
gap.”
The faculty in attendance at
the event were Walter Schober
Professor of Environmental
Studies and Professor of Geology
Marcia Bjornerud, Assistant
Professor of Chemistry Allison
Fleshman and Assistant Professor
of Chemistry Deanna Donohue.
The professors answered questions and addressed concerns
from the students present about

careers in STEMM fields, graduate
school and the role of women in
male-dominated careers.
Scientista’s
upcoming
events include their annual trip
to Bjorklunden the weekend of
February 16 and a midterm destressor event. The Bjork trip is
open to all women and non-binary
students interested in the STEMM
fields. Students will have an
opportunity to talk with alumni
on the trip and learn more about
science careers after Lawrence.
Scientista has regular meeting times Mondays at 7 p.m. in
Steitz Hall of Science, room 127.
All are invited to attend and learn
more.

Scientista holds mixer for the STEMM-interested
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Lawrence Women in Science:
Scientista held a mixer and Q&A
on Friday, Jan. 12 at 6 p.m. on the
first floor lounge of Hiett Hall.
The event encouraged women and
non-binary students interested
in science, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine
STEMM fields to engage in informal conversation with STEMM
professors.
“Scientista offers a welcoming community with unique,
focused meeting topics,” said
Scientista co-president, junior
Fry Intia. The goal of Scientista

World

News

Compiled by Stephanie Meyer

Iraq
On Monday, Jan. 16, two suicide
bombings occurred in Baghdad.
No group has claimed responsibility yet, however it is suspected that the Islamic State is
behind this. Witnesses report
that the bombers appeared
at the Tayran Square, a busy,
densely populated open air
market in the Iraq capital,
around 6 a.m. Minutes after
the first bomb detonated and
after people rushed to help the
wounded, the second bomb
exploded. The General of
Interior Ministry, Saad Maan,
released a statement in which
he named 27 people who were
murdered by the bombings,
while another 90 people were
injured. A spokesperson for the
Health Ministry stated, however, that the number wounded
was 102. Most of those who
were killed and injured were
street vendors and day laborers. This attack occurred almost
a month after Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi asserted victory over ISIS, which controlled
large territories of the country
in 2014.

Peru
On Sunday, Jan. 14, a major earthquake struck off the southern
coast of Peru. The 7.1 magnitude earthquake was responsible
for two deaths and wounded at
least 65 people. Several major
roads have also been damaged.
According to the National Defense
Institute, the earthquake was
strongest in the cities of Arequipa,
Ica and Ayacucho. President Pedro
Pablo Kuczynski stated that the
Peruvian Government has sent
reinforcements to the cities where
the earthquake hit to verify the
magnitude of the damages and
send humanitarian assistance.

Russia
On Monday, the Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov blamed
the United States for destabilizing the world during the opening
of his annual press conference.
Lavrov argued that the United
States had “further destabilized”
the world by issuing stern threats
and directing aggressive and
childish tweets to North Korea.
Earlier this year President Trump
called the North Korean Supreme
Leader, Kim Jong-un, “little rocket
man.” Lavrov also criticized the
United States for conducting
military exercises near the North
Korean peninsula, which Lavrov
claims “provoked a new escalation
of tensions.”

Ethiopia
According to the Ethiopian
News Agency, Ethiopia has
banned the adoption of
Ethiopian children by foreign
families, due to concerns of
abuse. This measure follows
the Ethiopian government’s
November suspension of adoptions. The Ethiopian News
Agency states that Ethiopian
children adopted by foreign
families are vulnerable to
“identity crisis, psychological problems and violation of
rights.” The ban will reportedly
“enable children to grow up
in Ethiopian culture, custom,
social values and practices of
their birthplace.” According to
the United States Department
of State, Ethiopia was in the top
10 countries that Americans
adopted from in 2016. Since
1999, more than 15,000 adoptions from Ethiopia to the
United States have occurred. In
2005, Angelina Jolie famously
adopted her daughter from
Ethiopia. It is still unclear how
the decision to bar foreign
adoption will impact ongoing
adoption cases.
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When Fortune Fails
Article courtesy of Ben Hollenstein of Creative
Writing Club

Fly on the Wall

“The One Who Remembers”
Tia Colbert

Staff Writer
________________________________

It was the music, wasn’t it?
The music changed first. Yes, it
did. I remember. I have lived longer than most. I suppose I was too
young when it started. Too young
to have any inclinations to attach
to. Too young to do anything but
wait. I know my time is coming
now. But where was I? Oh, yes.
The music. The music changed. I
noticed it quickly. I remember the
days spent lounging in the living
room. Music was one of the only
things my parents could agree on.
You see, my parents didn’t believe
me, no one did. I was five, nothing
a five-year-old says really makes
sense. So, when I said the music
was wrong, I was taken to the
doctor. My parents, poor things,
thought I was going deaf but it
was not the case. I could hear it
coming, in between the breaths
and notes and waves of music to
speaker. I could hear it growing

and evolving. I could hear it plotting its ascension. I could... I could
hear it speaking and changing my
parents, taking them away from
me. It happened quickly. All the
adults were gone before anyone
could gain a sense on the common link. In a way, I grew to be
grateful. Not much hope for a five
year old amongst adult strangers.
Those around the same age as
me? We gave each other a fighting
chance, raised each other, looked
out for one another. There was six
of us. I was the youngest. Now I am
the only. I hear it. Coming for me
now. After all this time, the music.
It still likes the music. I thought
could beat it, with having such an
unusual upbringing, but it adapts,
learns. I thought that since I grew
up in a world where it already existed, I wouldn’t be susceptible. It
is coming for me, and the last of
those who Remain.

By Madeira Seaman

“What a way to start my
Friday,” grumbled Junior Detective
Fendson. “I thought mornings
were supposed to be for coffee
and contemplation.”
“Off quoting that damn show
again. Time for you to watching a
real show, like Top Gear,” retorted Detective Frederickson as the
two detectives ambled down the
apartment hallway. “Well, here we
are. Scene of the murder. It’s a
friend of the victim and the owner
of the apartment where he died,
so he should be able to tell us
everything. Best behavior, kid.”
Fendson chuckled and
pounded on the door. “Police, here
to ask some questions,” he called.
There was a brief series of doors
banging inside, some clinking, and
the sound of the windows being
thrown open. Then the bolt slid
back and the door creaked hesitantly.
“Yes, hi, hi. Come in.” They
stepped inside and he slammed
the door behind them, drawing
the bolt again with a slightly shaking hand. He shoved the shaking
hand into the pocket of his hoodie
and turned to face them.
Cold fresh air flowed into
the room, whisking away the
distinct smell of pot. Detective
Frederickson raised his eyebrow,
then cleared his throat. “Tell us
everything about the incident.”
Junior Detective Fendson pulled
out a notepad.

“Um. Well, you see, I was
out at the time. So, I don’t actually know anything. It wasn’t my
fault,” the man said, eyes darted
from detective to detective. His
breath stank of alcohol. Detective
Frederickson sighed. “We know
you weren’t responsible. Just tell
us what you saw. Anything unusual.”
“Ok. I got back from the, um,
store, and there was an empty
whiskey bottle on the counter.”
They glanced at the counter. There
were three empty whiskey bottles there now. “And our bottle of
rat poison was lying on the floor,
mostly empty. We sometimes
store things in old beer bottles.
It’s not like that’s bad though,
we label them.” He glanced from
detective to detective, trying to
figure out if he was in trouble yet.
They remained impassive.
“The door to the balcony was
open. I closed it. Um...was there
anything else?” He stared up at
the ceiling. The detectives waited,
then exchanged glances. “Was the
bottle put away before you left?”
Detective Frederickson asked at
length. “Um, yeah, it probably was.
I don’t know what it would have to
do with anything. Anything else?”
“Yes, actually. How did Phell
get into the apartment? It was
locked, I assume.”
“Right, yes. It was locked. My
roommate said he let him in on his
way out of the apartment.”

“I understand. We’ll talk with
him next. One last thing: we got
a report that there was someone
else in the apartment when he
died. Any idea who that would
have been?”
He paled, then shook his
head. “I really don’t know. No one
was here when I got back, and no
one wants him dead right now.
Except maybe that cat thief, but
he’s in jail, so it wasn’t him.”
The detectives glanced at
each other. “Alright, thank you for
your time,” Detective Frederickson
said, and they left the room.
“He’ll be back to smoking
pot within a minute,” remarked
Fendson. “Ah man, I could use
a hit. Kidding, kidding,” he corrected himself, catching the older
detective’s glare. “Seriously, this
case gives me the jitters. There’s
so much to investigate.”
“Well, we know how he got
the poison in his system. The only
question is who the person on
the balcony was. Then we’ll definitely have all the answers we
need. We’ve a few furlongs ‘fore
fragmented faces fall forever...into
their places.”
Fendson looked at him with a
careful, neutral expression.
“What?”Detective Frederickson asked defensively, perceiving
the unspoken slight. “I’m a fan of
Felix Forde’s work.”
“Yeah, better luck next time
then.”

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes
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An Introduction to Lacrosse
What’s that? A lacrosse stick.
What? Many people will ask questions like these this spring term
simply because they have never
seen the game played. Although
not big in the Midwest or the
South, most eastern schools have
extensive Lacrosse programs.
The game Lacrosse originated in the northeast section of the
United States and Quebec with the
Native Americans of the region.
The work “Lacrosse” comes from
French; Lacrosse, meaning a staff
or hooked stick. Each player has
a long handled stick with a basket
on the end. Ten men constitute
one team.
Offense is provided by three
attackmen who remain in the
opposing team’s defensive end
throughout the game. Three midfielders or “middies” play both
offense and defense, depending
on the situation and their stamina.
The defense also numbers three,
plus the goalie. These players distinguish themselves by their longer and heavier Lacrosse sticks.
The Lawrence Lacrosse team
should be competitive this year.
On attack, veterans Tom Hodges,
’77 and Geoff Meader, ’78, will
dazzle fans and opponents with

fancy stick handling and many
scores. Helping them will be Reid
Abrams, ’77, Sean Boyle, ’79,
Roger Healy, ’79 and Dave Kaehler,
’77. Steve Anderson, ’78, Brent
Erensel, ’78 and Marv Klikunas,
’77 should combine solid hitting
with balanced scoring at midfield.
Look for the second midfield
line of Joe Fasano, ’79, Charlie
Kron, ’78 and John Laing, ’79,
to provide some wild antics. On
defense are Basil Georgiadis, ’78,
Roger McDowell, ’77, Cliff “Mad
Dog” Meader, ’77, John Nichol,
’79 and Merrik Wells, ’79. In the
goal you will see the highly touted
George “Rocky Mountain High”
McClure, ’79. If you are interested
in playing, watch for organizational meeting times in this paper.
Men and women are encouraged
to participate.

Today’s Take
A frequent theme of Blast
from the Past articles are the
changes Lawrence athletics have
undergone throughout history.
A common theme has been the
coming and going of various
sports teams on campus. Today,
Lawrence fields a variety of varsity
and club sports, as well as provid-

ing opportunities for intramural
athletic participation. However, in
the past, these options were not
always exactly the same.
Today, one finds little to no
Lacrosse presence on Lawrence’s
campus. The sport is simply not
popular with the student body.
This was not the case in 1977.
In the 1970s and 80s, Lawrence
fielded a varsity lacrosse team.
While the sport did not enjoy
much mainstream popularity, it
was large enough that Lawrence
could support a team.
The mainstream appeal of
sports can be the factor by which
sports live and die at Lawrence.
If a team is not popular enough,
it rapidly becomes infeasible to
field a whole squad, and the team
rapidly disappears from campus.
This was the case with Lacrosse.
For a time, enough people showed
interest that the team existed. As
this interest faded, so too did the
team.
This phenomenon puts athletics at an unsettling place at
Lawrence. At present, about one
quarter of the student body is a
member of a varsity sport. Outside
of this quarter, Lawrence Athletics
do not draw much campus atten-

tion. In recent years, organizations
like SAAC (the Student Athlete
Advisory Committee) and LUCC
ACE (Athletic and Conservatory
Engagement Committee) have
done a good job trying to bring
athletics into the limelight. Their
efforts, events like the BLU Crew
awards gala and various flipflop weekends have seen limited success, and are a step in
the right direction at garnering
student body interest in athletics.
However, it is not enough.
When it comes down to it,
athletics are not accessible enough
to campus. Most athletic events
occur off campus at the Banta
Bowl, Alex Gym or Appleton Ice
Arena. For this reason, students
are often unaware that athletic
events are occurring. Additionally,
while various shuttles are generally made available to ferry students
to and from events, the schedule
of these shuttles is not well publicized. It falls on the shoulders
of the athletics department, and
on the student athletes involved
with athletics, to better advertise
Lawrence athletic events.
A number of changes could
be implemented. First, the athletic department should better

advertise events. While events do
appear on Lawrence’s online calendar, this is not enough. The athletics department and individual
sports teams should do a better
job announcing events. Posters
should be made. Facebook events
should be created. Second, when
possible, more events should be
held on Lawrence’s main campus. Some basketball and volleyball games could be played in
the Wellness Center gym, rather
than in Alexander Gymnasium.
While this would not be feasible
for all games, holding a few games
on Lawrence’s main campus
could help catch campus attention. Finally, shuttles to athletic
events should be better publicized. The athletic department
should include shuttle details on
its online postings about athletic
events, to encourage greater student attendance at events.
Athletics have great power to
bring schools together. Athletics
are also vulnerable to fading away
when people lose interest. For
this reason, Lawrence’s athletics
department should do a better
job fostering interest in athletics
around campus.

The New Kids on the Block: Cycling Team

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

There is a new club sports
team on campus: the Lawrence
University Cycling Team. This
week, I sat down with some of
their members to get to know the
newest team on campus.
Molly Doruska: What is
Cycling Club?
Lawrence
University
Cycling Team: LU Cycling Team
is a subsidiary of Lawrence
University Bike Club. LU Cycling
Team is a road racing bike team
that participates in the Midwest
Collegiate Cycling Conference
sanctioned by USAC (USA Cycling).
MD: What inspired you to
create this club?
LUCT: We were inspired to
create this club-team because
many of the founders/board
members of LU Bike Club had an
interest in bike racing and wanted
to see if other Lawrence students
might either already share this
interest or might be interested in
trying it out.
MD: When do you practice?
LUCT: Our whole team,
which is about 15 people, practices together on both Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings.

				

UPCOMING
HOME
GAMES

The all-new cycling squad.
Photo by Caroline Garrow

Additionally, half of our team
practices together on Monday
evenings and the other half practices together on Thursday evenings, making three practice days
per week.
MD: How do you accommodate for the winter weather in
Wisconsin?
LUCT: To stay out of the
cold, we purchased indoor bike
trainers to put our bikes on and
ride indoors with LUCC allocated

Men’s Basketball		

Jan. 20
vs.
Beloit
2 p.m.

funding. We also have weekly
indoor conditioning. The manager at the local Wheel & Sprocket
bike coaches our team at the
store’s indoor training facility on
Sundays.
MD: What are your goals for
the club?
LUCT: Our goal is to build
a community where people can
achieve their athletic goals and
have fun with each other through
competitive cycling and the train-

ing process. Our longer-term goal
is to create a team that will continue on at Lawrence even after all of
our founders graduate next year.
The thing I found about most
prevalent theme in cycling club is
the enthusiasm and excitement
that each person brings. Everyone
joined for different reasons and
has different goals, yet they all
love cycling. As I posed, “what is
your favorite part about being in
this club,” I got answers that real-

ly elude to what cycling team is
about. Co-captain Celine Stichert
said, “My favorite part about being
in this club is seeing other people
get excited about and become
dedicated to bike racing.” Leo
Mayer response was, “I want my
thighs to get jacked.” Bryn Rourke
concluded, “Physical pain is more
fun with friends.” Claire Wiley had
different motivations stating, “I
like bike racing because it is a
sport that you can do for a lifetime,” and “I wanted to ride with
Professor Gregg.” Finally, Jason
Lau added, “I like seeing everyone
discover their capabilities through
cycling.” The group, much like
these answers, is a fun, easy going
group, with a goal of creating a
fun learning environment while
improving their cycling skills. As
co-captain Theo Arden put it, “I
find it exciting to watch people get
involved in and become attached
to such a fun sport. On a more
personal note, I enjoy the sense
of freedom from riding a bike and
developing the competitive and
resilient mindset required for
racing.” If you are interested in
joining or learning more feel free
to contact Theo Arden or Celine
Stichert.

Women’s
Basketball							
Hockey
Fencing
			

Jan. 20
vs.
Beloit
4 p.m.

Jan.19
vs. Aurora
7 p.m.
Jan. 20
vs. Lake Forest
7 p.m.

Jan. 20
Lawrence Duals
Jan. 21
Lawrence USA
Fencing Open
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Athlete of the Week
Erin Lengel
wdd

By Shane Farrell

STANDINGS

This week, I had the pleasure to talk with freshman swimmer Erin
Lengel. She has been on fire during her first year swimming for the
Vikings. In the last two weeks alone, she has taken the top spot in five
events. Last week, Lengel swam a 25.59 in the 50-yard freestyle and
1:01.41 in the 100 butterfly. Her performance in the 100 was the second
fastest in the Midwest conference. Those wins nabbed her the Midwest
conference swimmer of the week. She followed up her already incredible performance with three first place finishes against Illinois Tech.
She won the 100-yard butterfly again in 1:02.08, the 200 freestyle in
2:00.73 and the 200 backstroke in 2:18.24. Lengel is dominating this
season and will look to continue her hot streak against Lake Forest on
Jan. 17 and at home against Beloit on Jan. 20.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Ripon
7-1
9-5
Cornell
5-2
7-4
Knox
5-2
10-5
Lake Forest
4-4
6-9
Illinois
3-3
4-10
Grinnell
3-4
6-6
Monmouth
2-5
5-9
Lawrence
2-5
4-11
Beloit
1-6
3-11
St. Norbert
0-0
5-3

Shane Farrell: You have really made a splash in your first year competing for the Vikings. How do you feel you’ve performed so far?
Erin Lengel: I am really happy with my performance so far; I have
dropped a lot of time and hopefully I continue to do that. My coaches
and teammates are really encouraging and supportive and I credit my
performance to all of them since they are always there for me.
SF: What does it mean for you to have won the Midwest Conference
swimmer of the week?
EL: It’s a really cool honor to receive!
SF: Last week you won two events and this week you just won three
events at Illinois Tech. What is the key to your success?
EL: The key to my success is my team and coaches—see the first question! I also try to keep a positive mindset as well. Some practice days
are harder than others, but I always tell myself that you have to have
bad days in order to have good ones. Plus, I am always looking to
improve and be a better swimmer.
SF: What is your mindset as you roll into the most intense part of the
season and conference looming?
EL: To have fun! I have had so much fun this season and made a lot
of memories and I am looking forward to make more of them. All of
my teammates have talked about how exciting Conference is and I am
excited to cheer them on and watch them swim fast.

NFL playoffs

Tyrone Stallworth
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The NFL playoffs are always
an exciting time of year. This
year’s 17-week regular season has
left NFL fans on the edges of their
seats all year. The narrative of the
NFL was turned on its head this
season—not a concussion joke.
Last year, no one would have predicted that the Tennessee Titans,
Buffalo Bills, Jacksonville Jaguars,
Los Angeles Rams and Minnesota
Vikings would have made the playoffs. For example, the Jacksonville
Jaguars have not had a winning
season since 2007. 2007 is also
the year the last time they made
the playoffs. The Jaguars are first
in their division this year. The
last time a Jaguar fan was able
to celebrate this accomplishment
was the 1999 NFL season. We
are currently watching the best
Jacksonville Jaguars team of all
time. “The Jacksonville Jaguars
made the playoffs” is one of the
wildest statements of 2018.
My favorite part of the NFL
playoffs is the headlines and
the stories they produce. “Will
the Falcons get back to the
Super Bowl?” “Todd Gurley for
MVP?” “Can the Steelers beat
the Patriots?” “Carson Wentz is
injured so the Eagles will lose.”
“Who can beat the New England
Patriots?” The Minnesota Vikings
have a legit chance of playing in
the Super Bowl this year. This
is a special possibility because
the Super Bowl will be hosted by
Minnesota this year. These headlines are put to the test when the
ball is kicked off and the teams
play the game.

The first two weeks of this
year’s playoffs have been actionpacked to say the least. The Titans,
Jaguars, Saints, and Falcons
won their wildcard matchups.
Surprisingly, the Tennessee Titans
found a way to rally back against
the Kansas City Chiefs pulling off
the upset and winning by one
point (22-21). The play of the
game for the Titans was when
Marcus Mariota, the quarterback,
threw a touch down to himself.
Unfortunately for the Titans, they
fell to the New England Patriots
the next week by three touchdowns (35-14). The New Orleans
Saints held on to a five-point lead
to beat their rivals, the Carolina
Panthers (31-26). The struggling
Atlanta Falcons were relieved
to defeat the Los Angeles Rams
(26-13) and continue their
Championship hopes.
As I mentioned earlier, the
Patriots dominated the Titans
in their win. To be fair, everyone expected the Patriots to dominate the Titans. I do not need
to say anything more than: “Tom
Brady.” The Jaguars survived the
shoot-out against the Pittsburgh
Steelers. The Jaguars won (45-42),
keeping their Cinderella season
alive. The Falcons’ struggles finally caught up to them when they
lost to the Eagles without Carson
Wentz (15-10). Meanwhile, the
Minnesota Vikings beat the New
Orleans Saints by way of a walkoff touchdown to win the game
(29-24). The spectacular winning
touchdown by the Vikings is dominating meme culture right now.
My thoughts on this years NFL
playoffs are all over the place. I
still do not know how the Titans

Photo by Emei Thompson

SF: Have you set any specific goals for this season, if so what are they?
EL: I have not really set personal goals for myself, so I am not sure yet.
I am mostly excited to watch everyone do amazing things.
SF: Tell me the story of how you started swimming.
EL: I started swimming when I was five years old and I have been swimming since. I love the team atmosphere that swimming fosters, which
makes it a super fun sport.

Michele Haeberlin

Sports By the
Numbers
Staff Writer

___________________________
__________

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
7-1
12-3
Lake Forest
6-2
10-5
Monmouth
6-2
9-6
Grinnell
5-3
10-4
Lawrence
5-3
9-5
Ripon
5-3
8-5
Cornell
3-5
8-7
Illinois
1-7
6-9
Knox
1-7
3-12
Beloit
1-7
2-13
MEN’S HOCKEY
North Division
TEAM
NCHA
St. Norbert
10-0
Marian
6-4
St.Scholastica 5-4-1
Lawrence
5-5
Northland
3-6-1
Finlandia
0-9
South Division
Adrian
9-1
Concordia
6-4
Lake Forest
6-4
MSOE
4-6
Aurora
3-6-1
Trine
0-8-2

OVR
15-1-1
11-4
11-5-1
7-9
6-9-2
1-15-1
13-4
10-5-2
9-8
8-8-1
4-9-4
4-11-2

3,000

The number of meters junior Josh
Janusiak ran, running the fastest time
in the Midwest Conference

48

www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
Jan. 17, 2018

Days since Vikings hockey has played
at their home rink

16

The number of rebounds grabbedby
junior Leah Reeves of women’s basketball

2

Wins under the new leadership of
interim head coach Chris Kellett

made it to the playoffs and I am
not surprised that the Chiefs
choked. I really wanted to see the
Patriots and Steelers rematch,
but the Jaguars had other plans.
Who would have guessed that the
Eagles would beat the Falcons?

Statistics are courtesy of

Overall, I want to see the Jaguars
and the Vikings play in the Super
Bowl and for the Vikings to win
the championship on their home
field.
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Lawrence names four senior candidates for Watson Fellowship
Tashi Haig
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

Imagine having a full year and the
proper funding to travel the world in pursuit of knowledge and experience with
a subject explicitly catered to your own
individual interests. Imagine the chance
to further examine a favorite hobby, to
follow a passion or to go beyond what
one learns in an academic setting. The
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship, described by
the Dean of the Lawrence Conservatory of
Music Brian Pertl as “a non-academic experiential fellowship meant to give students
of exceptional promise a year to explore
their dreams and passions,” allows a select
number of seniors just such an opportunity.
Forty schools designate four finalists
to be potentially chosen by the Watson
Foundation representatives to receive
$30,000 in order to fulfill dreams of travel
and exploration. The four finalists from
Lawrence this year highlight just the kind
of creativity and individuality that characterizes Lawrence students as well as recipients of the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship.
The Lawrence finalists with their
respective projects are as follow: Senior
Lindsay Holsen, “The Afterlife of Food: From
Table to Farm,” Senior Tamanna Akram,
“From Stage to Society: Empowering
Communities Through Theatre,” Senior
Jamil Fuller, “The Spaces Between the
Notes: A journey of Song” and Senior Eli
Cauley, “Why Make? Why Play? Video game
creation around the globe.” These topics
give a sense of the wide variety of possibilities which students have when planning a
year of discovery.
“I wanted to engage and immerse
myself in cultures with strong singing traditions in which the vocal technique differs
greatly from what I study here and what
I grew up on,” said Fuller. Fuller plans to
study singing with specialists in a variety
of countries. Azerbaijan, Southern India,
Spain and Mongolia provide the opportunity to study music with different scales,
modalities and techniques from those of
Western culture.
According to Fuller, this allows him to
study sub-theme such as “musical styles
and traditions that have additional pitches not used in the Western Canon and
not intricately perceived by people who
grow up in Western traditions of music.”
The styles of music which Fuller hopes to

study in these countries include Mugham,
Carnatic music, Ragam, a type of Flamenco
called Cante Jondo and throat singing.
Cauley, drawing on several years’ experience in creating video games, decided to
gain a further understanding and appreciation for the wide variety of video games
and how they have developed in various
cultures around the world. With this interest in “exploring collaborative and nontraditional video game development communities around the world,” Cauley hopes
to “be able to both learn from and collaborate with artists and developers from the
Netherlands, Brazil, Japan and the United
Kingdom.”
Holsen and Akram further discussed
their backgrounds and how this influenced
their fellowship projects. Holsen explained
how planning a Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship project tied into a life-long passion: food.
Holsen recalled, “For a long time I’ve
been interested in food. I would bake growing up all the time: I was the tennis team
baker in high school, and I would start
experimenting with food and try to make
it healthier.”
After arriving at Lawrence and pursuing a double major in Biochemistry and
Spanish, Holsen still managed to explore
food, along with many other interests.
Holsen has led Lawrence’s Food Recovery
Network for a few years and is also a
Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens
(SLUG) leader. Holsen felt that these clubs
helped shape an even more informed
understanding of the various processes
around food in current culture.
“A focus in popular culture right now
is farm to table,” she explained, “[so] why
not think about the whole process and say,
‘Well what about the part that’s table to
farm, what is the influence of technology
and policy and religious customs, expectations that change the way people cook their
food, produce food and then bring it to
the table?’ That’ll change what happened
to [the food] afterwards, so really that’ll
change the whole life cycle of food.”
Holsen hopes to explore the life cycle
of food in Brazil, Denmark, Morocco, Japan
and Indonesia.
Akram hopes to use the Thomas J.
Watson Fellowship to explore the many
ways in which theater can impact and
empower people and communities. Having
been president of Lawrence International

Lawrence alumna saves life
with bone marrow

David Baldwin
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

Lawrence is unique in that it places a
heavy emphasis on service and making the
world a better place. This is partly reflected
in the university’s motto: ‘Light, More Light’
and even more so, in the existence of the
Volunteer and Community Service Center
(VCSC) and the emphasis placed on volunteering for Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday
this past Monday. Then there are all of the
student organizations on campus that try
to do their part in one way or another.
However, none of this can compare to the
act of saving a human life, which is what a
Lawrence alumna recently did through the
simple act of bleeding.
Every year thousands of people are
diagnosed with disorders that require
replacement of bone marrow, the tissue
that produces blood cells from stem cells
or cells that can do just about anything.
Among these disorders are sickle cell
anemia, numerous kinds of leukemia and
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID).
The best treatment for these disorders,
which cause everything from the inability
to carry oxygen in the blood to the inability to fight off basic infections, is often to
replace the bone marrow with that of a
donor or bone marrow which was previously collected from the same patient at
birth. Some patients are able to receive

donations from relatives to treat their illness, but 70 percent of patients are unable
to find a match within their family, so they
turn to strangers.
Patients are matched with donors using
a series of blood tests and the National Bone
Marrow Donor Program (NMDP), which is
run through an organization called ‘Be The
Match.’ There are two kinds of transplants
that can help in these situations. The first,
and most commonly thought of, is a surgical
procedure by which a small portion of the
donor’s bone marrow is removed directly
from the bone and then inserted into the
patient’s bloodstream where it moves to
replaces the old marrow.
The second type of procedure is called
Peripheral Blood Stem Cell (PBSC) donation. This is the procedure that Brenna Ori
’17 underwent after finding out that she
was a match.
“To donate PBSC,” Ori explained, “I
first had to take multiple injections daily
for five days to build up my stem cell count
in my blood. Then, I went and donated
at the University of Wisconsin Hospital
in Madison. The donation in the hospital
is performed using apheresis, which took
blood from one of my arms, separated the
stem cells from the blood and then returned
the blood into my other arm. The whole
procedure took about six hours and I was

See page 12

Senior Lindsey Holsen, one of four Lawrence students nominated for the Watson Fellowship, in the Sustainable Lawrence University Garden (SLUG).
Photo By Larissa Davis

(LI), and currently serving as Lawrence’s
International Admissions Intern and a
CORE leader, Akram showed a high level of
commitment to several interests.
Akram explained, “I didn’t declare my
theater major until the end of my sophomore year because for me, when I was back
at home, a theater major isn’t something
that people would usually do, [but] theater
[played] a very important role in my life
growing up.”
“I am looking at how theater empowers different communities and people
around the world, not just through acting but through all that behind the scenes
work that goes on unnoticed most of the
time,” Akram explained. Among the countries which Akram hopes to visit are Ghana,
South Africa, Costa Rica, England, Ireland
and India.
For the 40 schools which participate
in the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship, only
40 students will be finally selected, despite
four students representing each school.
Pertl, who helps to review applications and
interview candidates for initial selection
from the Lawrence pool of competitors
spoke about Lawrence’s participation in the
process of pursuing the Watson fellowship.
Generally, Pertl says around 15 to
25 Lawrence students apply for the initial selection process. Having once been a
Thomas J. Watson Fellow himself, studying
the didgeridoo in Australia and Tibetan

Buddhist chant in Tibet and India, Pertl
avidly encourages other students to take
the same life-changing opportunity.
Currently, Pertl mentioned that alumna Sam Genualdi ‘17 is “on his Watson” now
studying improvisation around the globe.
There has in past years also been “a canoe
building Watson and a Watson studying the
Indian diaspora.” Pertl encourages all rising
seniors to consider this opportunity.
When it came to the application process, Akram explained “How the fellowship
works is when we do the application, we
submit a personal statement and we submit
a project proposal. So it could be anything
you want to do and you indicate what countries you want to visit and what you want to
do in each country.”
Though the final four students competing for the fellowship should have the projects thoroughly researched and planned,
Akram mentioned that there is some room
for revision. “A lot of things might change by
the time you apply and by the time you get
there, like some of the organizations I want
to work with [might not] exist anymore
or maybe there’s a travel warning for the
country, so you can still revise your plan
and where you’re going.”
This year’s hopeful Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship recipients demonstrate that the
fellowship is a truly unique opportunity,
tailor-made for Lawrence’s multi-interested students.
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Rose Wasielewski
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

__________________________________

In the daily hustle and bustle from
classes to organizations, sometimes students can get lost. Assistant Dean of
Students for Campus Life Rose Wasielewski,
can help students get back on track.
Wasielewski’s day-to-day responsibilities include working with the Lawrence
University Community Council (LUCC)
committee chairs, housing, hall directors
and training and recruitment for Residence
Life Advisors (RLAs) and Residence Life
Managers (RLMs). She is currently in her
ninth year at Lawrence, but was a hall
director for five years. This is her first fulltime professional position. Wasielewski
enjoys interacting with students. If students
go on a trip, she helps decide what they
want to do. Mostly she works with behavior
issues. Wasielewski finds general advising
is the most rewarding when she can help
a student work out an issue or a concern.
As an undergrad, Wasielewski was a
theatre major, but decided that was not
what she wanted to do with her life. As a
graduate she studied Liberal Studies and
completed an assistantship in housing. At
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Wasielewski was a Campus Security officer
as a student, which prepared her for housing and administrative work. She immediately fell in love with Lawrence.
Outside of Lawrence, Wasielewski is
president of a local women’s choir and
loves to sing. Wasielewski enjoys theatre

and musicals and frequents the Performing
Arts Center (PAC) in downtown Appleton.
She enjoys playing board games, hanging
out with friends and family and taking
walks (though not in the winter). She also
enjoys cooking and baking in the fall and
winter. Wasielewski loves to travel, and has
been all over the U.S. Her goal is to travel to
Europe in the next two years. She has been
to New York, Portland, St. Louis, Florida and
Pittsburgh to name a few. New Orleans is
her favorite place to visit. On her travels she
goes to concerts and shows, hangs out with
friends and tries new foods.
At Lawrence, Wasielewski is starting
a chapter of the American Association of
University Women (AAUW) to help women
and girls around education. Lawrence has
recently received funding to start a local
Appleton chapter. The chapter will focus
on advocacy work and educating people on
campus. Wasielewski is passionate about
women having a voice because she has
personally dealt with being a woman in an
administrative role. One issue Wasielewisk
has focused on since college has been
unequal pay between men and women.
Wasielewski believes women in power
should continue to fight and deserve to be
who they want to be in a traditionally-male
dominated field.
“If I can be a part of that, I would really
like to make a difference. My parents raised
me to think independently and do what I
wanted to do and being who I wanted to
be,” Wasielewski added. She believes young
girls should be educated and to have that
mindset as well. “We need something like
AAUW on campus because over the past
few years we haven't had an organization

Photo Feature: Winter at Lawrence
Photos by Larissa Davis

Photo By David Baldwin

that promotes women’s advocacy and the
issues they face in general.”
The AAUW chapter at Lawrence is
partnering with the All Is One! Empowering
Young Women of Color (AIO) student group
on campus. The main goal to be inclusive
and representative, which means bringing
in a full demographic of women.
‘The Lawrence Difference’ according
to Wasielewski is meeting students who
are multifaceted. “There are students with
so many interests and are passionate about
what they are doing, sometimes to a detriment by being over-involved. Every student
that I have met is completely different, and
that is exciting.”
When asked about her inspiration,
Wasielewski responded, “My inspira-

tion comes from both my parents. They
encouraged me to think outside the box,
be myself and treat everyone with kindness and respect.” She also attributes her
success to her supervisors. “All my supervisors, Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale,
Associate Dean of Students for Campus
Life Amy Uecke, and Special Assistant to
the President Nancy Truesdell have shaped
who I am professionally and have shown
me how to continue to push forward even
on hard days and crisis situations.”
Wasielewski’s main philosophy is to
help students decide where they are and
leading them into the direction of who they
want to become. She is the hidden compass
that will guide students on the right path
whichever direction they choose.

Congratulations to 20182019 LUCC Vice-President!

Winter in Appleton is characterized by the freezing temperatures, frequent snowfalls and icy footpaths that can make navigating campus quite challenging. These
pictures capture the chilliness of the season with locations on campus covered in
ice and snow.

Colleen Murray
Hometown: Portland, OR
Majors: Linguistics &
Philosophy
Class standing: Sophomore
Favorite music: R&B
Clubs involvement: Women’s
Lacrosse, Women’s Ultimate
Frisbee, LURG, LUCC
Favorite professors: Assistant
Professor of Anthropology
Lavanya Proctor and Professor of
Philosopy Thomas C. Ryckman
Favorite food: Mac & Cheese
Best spot on campus: Kruse
room, 4th floor of library
Photo courtesy of Colleen Murray

A view of the Warch Campus Center from the Sustainable Lawrence University Garden (SLUG) hill.
Students are always found in Warch drinking hot chocolate and hiding out from the freezing winds.

Some icicles cascading down off the roof of the Wriston Art Center. Getting to classes in Wriston
and other academic buildings for students that are battling seasonal illnesses or are easily thrown off
balance by ice patches on the sidewalks.

Find us online!
www.lawrentian.com

/Lawrentian

@The_Lawrentian

finsta
@oxford.comma84
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Album Review
Anderson East’s
“Encore”
Esperanza Spalding’s
“Exposure”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

________________________

Songwriter/bassist/vocalist
Esperanza Spalding has yet again
shown how energetic a creator she
is. With her sixth album, she has
taken a wildly different approach
from those she had taken with
her previous releases—and wildly
different from any other artist,
for that matter. Even with 2016’s
“Emily’s D+Evolution,” a stark
contrast to her jazz roots based
more in rock and songwriting,
“Exposure” came as another surprise — although this time the
surprise was in how it was made.
In her announcement of the album
this summer, Spalding declared
that it would be completely written and recorded within the span
of 77 hours. Not only that, but the
77 hours would be live-streamed
via Facebook for fans to see, adding a personal, down-to-earth
quality to the project and making
it not just an album release, but
rather an entire experience—a
way for Spalding and her fans to
connect.
While I only tuned in for
about 45 minutes of the 4,620, I
was taken aback by the honesty
and reality of recording an album,
especially in such a short amount
of time. The chunk I saw was part
of multi-instrumentalist Andrew
Bird’s stay, as a guest on one track
of the album. The two had toured
together, and with their firm
footing in their respective backgrounds—Spalding in jazz and
Bird in folk—their experimental
forays into the rock genre shined.
I heard the final product, “The
Ways You Got the Love,” about four
months after the livestream, and
the natural yet somewhat tense
growth the song had was a unique
experience to say the least. Studio
footage is sometimes released in
documentaries, but it is of course
edited and, in many cases, seen
years and years after the album
is in its heyday. For “Exposure,”
this was not the case. Everything
could be seen immediately: the
technical difficulties with monitors, getting past a block writing
lyrics, getting past a block writing music, getting past so many
blocks. It was all there on screen
for many to watch and experience
along with the two musicians. I
can only imagine how the rest of
the stream went, but something
tells me that Bird’s visit was not
the most difficult part. To let so
many into this intense world of
writing and recording is a privilege, and even those who were
not able to get their hands on
one of the limited CDs or records
should be grateful for Spalding’s
openness.
Now for the album itself.
The first listen was immediate
fun. Fans of “D+Evolution” will
most likely enjoy this album, as
it is very much going in a similar
direction; but do not expect the
same cohesiveness and sum of
the parts as her previous release.
It is fairly easy to tell the album

Carl Johnson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

was recorded in 77 hours, but
that in no way is a dig on its quality. Spalding and her compatriots
(slightly different personnel than
“D+Evolution,” plus a few guests)
are one of the few groups I think
would have the drive and talent to
be able to pull off such a project,
and there is no doubt that we have
ended up with fantastic music.
The album, in my opinion, just
lacks that huge, powerful feeling
its predecessor encompasses; to
be fair, however, “D+Evolution” set
a high bar.
Some moments reclaim the
emotion captured in the previous album: notably, the track
“Heaven in Pennies”—especially the last bit, with its swirling
backing vocals, ethereal production and a unifying, gut feeling
that comes from Spalding belting
over it all. Other moments simmer and contrast with Spalding’s
distinct busily-composed, bubbly
sound. On “Coming To Life,” we
are graced with heart-wrenching,
wordless vocals from guest Lalah
Hathaway and what sounds like a
live recording of the rhythm section stirring underneath. These
moments of settling and marinating did not necessarily stick out to
me during my first listen, but after
a few more passes, their place
and role became more obvious;
they were vital to “Exposure” as a
whole because its creators simply
did not have the time to let any
songs sit — or at least sit as long
as most artists are able to sit with
their songs. That sitting time can
ease the process and bring an
organic feel to songs that may not
necessarily need it, but are certainly stronger for having it. While
Spalding and her bandmates
could write songs so quickly and
successfully—I had no doubts
about that—they essentially had
no choice but to go with instinctual feelings and first decisions.
They lost that time to let the songs
stew in their minds and tweak
things, while in “D+Evolution,”
that time was essential, as its
meticulously crafted parts and
whole were evident throughout.
Some of “Exposure” harkens back
to that craftsmanship, but without
the extra time, hence bringing a
beautiful light to the album’s stillest moments.
At the very least, all critiques about the music aside, this
project was an important one in
Spalding’s catalogue. It set her
apart from most others, continued
her exploration into an eclectic
sound that is not just jazz and perfectly captured her agile, spontaneous creativity. While I hope she
gives herself more time for her
next project, I loved “Exposure”
and the concept behind it, and
cannot wait for future music.
Note: “Exposure” came with
a bonus disc of tracks, titled
“Undeveloped,” created in a practice session before the livestream.
This review does not cover
“Undeveloped.”

I first discovered Anderson
East when I was searching for
music to play on my radio show
earlier this year. In the last-minute time crunch that I often find
myself in, I generally look at my
favorite Chicago radio station’s
“New Music Thursday” playlist
and find some new music to fit
into my show. This is how I got
introduced to the incredible soul
singer that is Anderson East. His
voice on “All on My Mind” hit me
quickly, and the song became my
jam for the rest of the term. When
his album, titled “Encore,” finally
came out, I knew instantly what I
would be reviewing.
The opening track, “King for
a Day,” has great guitar riffs and
touches of organ throughout that
set a fantastic gospel tone for the
album. The horn parts and harmonies give the song extra flair
as East sings about holding on to
his love. Chris Stapleton’s songwriting credit is readily apparent; the track has all the marks
of a Stapleton song. East’s voice
has the same gospel punch that
Stapleton’s does and works flawlessly with the track.
The third song on the album
starts out with a simple chord
progression on the piano. East is
able to use instrumentation here
in a way that heavily contributes

to the words he is singing. This
song has the feeling of a Bruce
Springsteen “Born to Run” era
ballad. The last fifty seconds of
the song has a beautiful saxophone solo that sounds just like
something one might hear off of
“Jungleland.”
“Sorry You’re Sick” directly
contrasts “House is a Building.”
It starts with an incredible horn
part that sounds a lot like Chicago
at their poppiest. Much more uptempo than the previous, this song
also has a disco flavor to it that
is not heard prior. This song is
a cover of a Ted Hawkins song,
released in 1982. It is an uptempo
funk remake of the original, which
sounds like an Otis Redding song
accompanied by fast, folksy acoustic guitar. The electric guitar wails
again here and, with the horns,
makes for an incredibly catchy,
fun listen.
“If You Keep Leaving Me” is
more of a classic soul ballad, with
a heavy 12/8 accompanied by
gentle electric guitar that sounds
a lot like ‘60s soul ace Steve
Cropper. Anderson East’s voice
sounds vulnerable singing, “If you
keep leaving me, I’ll keep loving
you. If you keep hurting me, I’ll
keep wanting you.” The song gets
surprisingly heavy for the second
chorus, with harsh electric power
chords building up to the climax
of the song: an intense, emotional,
Pink Floyd-esque guitar solo with

organ, thumping drums and giant
wall of vocal harmony underneath.
One of the two hits from the
album, “Girlfriend,” is a fun, catchy
number that pays respect to some
of East’s more funky influences.
Tower of Power’s “What Is Hip”
comes to mind. “I think I’m love
with your girlfriend” is repeated over and over throughout the
song, with an intense horn line
punctuated by a tremendously
powerful bari sax.
“All On My Mind,” the lead
single for this album, is a strutting
number about his desire for the
person he loves. This song was
written by Ed Sheeran, which is
evident from its lyrics; however,
East is the one who really sells it.
His gravelly voice escalates to a
hound-dog howl on this one. The
guitar takes more of a back seat,
while the string riffs are front and
center, right behind East’s voice.
These were the songs that
stuck out to me on this album.
The only weakness on this record
is that a lot of the same formulas
were used to make it; horns are
used frequently, the guitar riffs
sound similar to one another.
However, the best tracks on this
album—those I’ve mentioned
here—are the reason why I say
that this is my favorite album of
2018 so far.

Cuban history explored through
photography

Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

_________________________

On Friday, January 12, the
Wriston Art Center Galleries
opened their Winter Term
Exhibitions with an Artist Talk
by Nelson Ramírez de Arellano.
This term’s exhibitions feature a
variety of pieces, including contemporary Cuban photography,
handmade paper works and other
recent acquisitions.
Ramírez came to Lawrence
to talk about his work in “The
Light in Cuban Eyes: Selections
from the Madeleine P. Plonsker
Collection of Contemporary Cuban
Photography,” a central part of the
exhibition. All of the interested
students, professors and community members, having enjoyed a
welcoming reception, were ushered to the auditorium as Ramírez
was introduced. He explained that
his goal for the evening was to
educate viewers about the history
of Cuban photography and explain
the thoughts behind some of his
work.
Ramírez began by talking
about the first use of the daguerreotype photography process in
Cuba in 1840 and the decades
of experimentation that followed.
He touched on the Cuban War for
Independence in 1895, explaining that analyzing the subjects in
photographs—gaining an understanding of how and why they
were chosen—can also give us an
idea of what people considered to

Students gather in the Wriston Auditorium for the Arist Talk.
Photo by Nidi Garcia

be important at the time. Between
the War for Independence and the
Revolution of the 1950s, photographers like Alberto Korda had
many opportunities to explore the
wide range of emotions surrounding Cuba’s tumult.
Ramírez asserted that in
the 20th century, Cuban photographers like Joaquin Blez
found a perfect middle ground
between realism and abstraction—extremes under exploration in other areas of the world.
Continuing to the dawn of contemporary photography in the 1980s,
Ramírez explained how camerawork began to earn wider and
deeper respect in the art world of
Cuba. He showed the edgy, angsty
work of René Peña and the surrealism of Raùl Cañibano.
Cubans have a strong collective interest in reviving the past

and exploring their “emotional
history” through art. Ramírez,
with his photography partner,
Liudmila Velasco, decided to go all
the way back to the beginning to
work with a daguerreotype camera. They received the device—
one of twenty in existence—which
costs about $700,000, on loan. It
took a lot of time and effort to
learn how to operate and maintain the camera. They experimented with many different methods of
image production.
Finally, Ramírez showed a
few of the photos they took. There
was a suited man sitting on a riverside dock in Salzburg, his body
perfectly hiding the frame of the
chair. There was “the first girl who
broke my heart.” There were children superimposed on landscape

See page 12
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
IZZY YELLEN

Tali Berkowitz
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Senior philosophy major
and creative writing minor Izzy
Yellen puts his passions for music
and writing to work in a variety of ways. Many might know
him from either of his two radio
shows or from his articles in
The Lawrentian, projects which
Yellen has worked on throughout
his time at Lawrence. He hosts
one WLFM show—a combination of music and banter—with
a friend, and hosts the other—
Essential Albums, featuring a variety of guests speaking about their
favorite albums—solo. Essential
Albums has been in production
since Yellen’s sophomore year, as
has his column. Yellen says that,

through his column, he has been
able to “polish [his] straightforward writing and voice an emotional connection.” But more
important than that, he says, is the
fun he has had doing something
he loves: writing about music.
Outside of Lawrence, Yellen
has taken his writing skills to
DownBeat, the Chicago-based
international magazine devoted to
“jazz, blues and beyond.” Having
started there as an editorial intern
the summer after his sophomore
year, Yellen now continues his
work while home on breaks, writing and editing for DownBeat’s
print publication as well as their
website. Yellen says he loves the
freedom the job allows him in
choosing what he wants to write
about. He is also working to curate
a zine—a DIY magazine—where

he will feature the wide-ranging
work of many diverse artists.
Giving other passionate artists a
platform—through his writing,
radio shows, and other outlets —
is part of what Yellen loves about
what he does.
A more recent interest of
Yellen’s is improvisational songwriting. The pieces he’s been
creating are “less composed” and
combine his musical improvisation with his poetry and prose.
His instrument of choice is banjo,
selected primarily because it is so
inherently different from Yellen’s
first instrument, the trumpet. He
likes to start simple—a single
note, perhaps—and then manipulate the sound with a pedalboard.
As for the influences on his current sound, Yellen credits free jazz
and improvisation, Yo La Tengo,

Animal Collective and other
experimental rock bands.
Future projects include an
album or two, to be released in the
coming months, and a few screenplays. Yellen’s current screenwriting class has given him the support
to explore longer narratives. Some
of his screenplays are subtly related to music, but not all. Between
his many mediums of expression,
Yellen has found a lot of overlap
that enables him to bring new and
creative work to Lawrence and
beyond. With a strong love for the
often overlooked Chicago indie
jazz scene, Yellen plans to bring
his talents back to the Windy City
after graduation to work in freelance journalism and write and
perform his own music.

Photo by Marieke de Koker

Film Review
“Loving Vincent”
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

Dubbed “the world’s first fully
painted film,” “Loving Vincent”
contains 65,000 hand-painted
frames in the style of Vincent van
Gogh, created using live actors
and animated elements as reference. This incredible fusion of film
and paint took six years to make
and used the talents of over 100
artists, according to the movie’s
website. Well casted, beautifully
made, intensely profound and
satisfying, “Loving Vincent” has
won the 2017 European Animated
Feature Film award as well as 13
audience awards at multiple film
festivals and has been nominated for numerous other awards,
including the British Academy’s
Best Animated Film of the Year
award and a Golden Globe.
“Loving Vincent” centers
around the life of Vincent van Gogh
tharough the lens of his death.
The postman (Chris O’Dowd)
sends his son Armand Roulin
(Douglas Booth) on a mission to
deliver Vincent’s last letter to his
brother Theo and to investigate
the curious circumstances surrounding his (possible) suicide.
Armand quickly learns of Theo’s
passing, which occurred a mere
six months after Vincent’s death,
but, being motivated to deliver
the letter to someone close to van
Gogh, he ends up in the town

of Auvers, where Vincent spent
the last portion of his life. There,
while he waits to get an audience with Vincent’s doctor, Paul
Gachet (Jerome Flynn), Armand
stays at the inn in the very same
room where Vincent passed,
and, intrigued by the innkeeper’s
daughter’s (Eleanor Tomlinson)
comments, he searches for clues
that Vincent may not have killed
himself after all.
The title of the movie could
refer to three things: the way
Vincent always signed his letters;
a phrase to describe the kind of
person Vincent was; or the act of
caring about Vincent performed
by the people of Auvers and the
surrounding area after his death, if
not before. Indeed, Armand finds
that many in Auvers feel Vincent’s
death very strongly, including
Gachet’s daughter Marguerite
(Saoirse Ronan), who, by the
end of the film, forces Armand
to acknowledge that his quest to
blame someone else for Vincent’s
death is largely motivated by his
own guilt at not being a better
friend to Vincent in life.
The movie takes on the guise
of a murder-mystery, with various
clues pointing in different directions. Some say Vincent shot himself in the fields and stumbled
back to the inn where he died two
days later. Others say Vincent shot
himself in the Gachet’s barn, or
perhaps in another place where
he used to paint while taunted
by village boys. Yet Armand is

“Loving Vincent” was screened in the Warch Campus Center Cinema on Friday, Jan. 12 and Saturday, Jan. 13.
Photo by Taylor Blackson

not alone in thinking that perhaps
someone else shot Vincent; Dr.
Mazery (Bill Thomas) asserts that
the angle of the wound in Vincent’s
stomach proves he could not have
done it himself. The film shows
the efforts of modern research
into Vincent’s horrible death;
when someone dies unexpectedly,
people must examine their letters,
interview people who knew them,
go to the possible scene(s) of the
crime. Armand’s investigations
are mixed in with flashbacks of

Vincent’s life, which give important information without slowing
the film’s momentum.
With the film’s conclusion,
we in the audience are also forced
to accept what Armand reluctantly admits: we will probably never
know the truth of what happened,
and while Vincent was alive, he
was miserable and lonely yet full
of a passion for his art and a love
for the people close to him. He
created around 900 paintings and
sold only one during his lifetime,

a haunting fact. Posthumously,
van Gogh is considered one of
the most important and influential artists of all time, prompting
the making of this tour de force of
a film. Exquisite from the painted
title sequence to its beautiful last
scene, “Loving Vincent” preserves
the essence of Vincent van Gogh’s
nature by asserting that no detail
is too small to be included, no
moment in time is without its
supreme beauty, no person lives
without an intricate story.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Math tutoring for all levels
As early as Freshman Studies, Lawrence strongly encourages all students to seek help through peer
tutoring in all areas. At the Center for Academic Success (CAS), quantitative, content, writing, and lab
tutoring are available. Currently, it seems that there are no tutors assigned for Math courses above the
100 level, essentially barring students from access to student tutors for anything beyond introductory
statistics, applied calculus and the calculus sequence. Additionally, the Mathematics department has
specifically instructed the CAS to direct all general quantitative tutoring requests for courses above the
100 level to professors in the Mathematics department themselves. This diverges from the campus-wide
culture of peer tutoring and collaboration.
Talking to some Mathematics professors, we learned that the reason is pedagogical: students taking
upper-level math classes are expected to work through the problems independently. Some Mathematics
professors argued that some tutors might prematurely give away solutions to the questions that are
originally meant to challenge and develop the students’ problem-solving capabilities. Given the absence
of graduate students at Lawrence, very few students possess the kind of mathematical maturity required
to correctly guide the students’ thought processes. As possible compensation for the lack of tutoring,
professors in the Math department provide extended open-office hours to establish a culture of students
personally coming in and asking them questions. While this may sound reasonable, this practice conflicts with the interdisciplinary nature of the liberal arts education that Lawrence offers.
Instead of encouraging peer support, this practice discourages collaborative and pay-it-forward
behaviors. Some quantitative tutors mentioned how they have previously helped, or wanted to help,
other students but could not log hours for tutoring as they could not provide help “officially”. In classes
above the 100 level which allow students to consult their peers on problem sets, students with friends
who have taken the class and are willing to help are at an advantage. Sophomore Mathematics and
Economics major, Matt Daley, stated that students might feel uncomfortable asking not only their professors but also their fellow students for help in higher-level challenging courses.
The Mathematics Department created a “Math Lab” as a dedicated drop-in tutoring session for
students enrolled in any 100-level math course. According to the CAS, one of the main reasons why the
Math Lab was set up was to provide a platform for students — who feel uncomfortable or otherwise
intimidated to go to their professors — to seek help from fellow students instead. We believe that feelings of intimidation while approaching a professor can extend well beyond 100 level courses, so setting
up a dedicated Math Lab does not address the issue unless it is also available to students taking classes
beyond the 100 level.
The restriction by the Math department cannot exist in isolation as Math courses above the 100
level are relevant to and often taken by other majors as well. For instance, Economics majors may be
interested in taking Probability Theory, or students in the natural sciences may want to take Differential
Equations. It seems that this situation conflicts with the liberal arts philosophy of emphasizing interdisciplinary learning between different majors, as non-math majors — whose learning goals might be different — would not be able to access tutoring. Non-majors are also less likely to have close relationships
with Math professors to ask for help when needed.
Although appropriate mathematical pedagogy and independent learning are important, a complete
ban on tutoring above a certain level might be too extreme. For example, Physics, a department somewhat similar in content to Math, does not have tutors assigned for most of its upper level classes, it does
have student tutoring for a number of classes above the 100 level.
Not all classes in Mathematics above the 100 level include proof based learning, not all students
want to pursue further studies in the discipline, and not all students feel comfortable asking professors
for help. As one quantitative tutor explained, the role of tutoring is not restricted to helping students
come up with solutions but also extends to helping students articulate and perfect them before submission. Even in classes where student tutors do not have sufficient mathematical maturity to help students
achieve mastery of the content, they can nonetheless play an important role in the proper structuring of
solutions. As such, we believe that a review of the status-quo is imperative.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Mara Kissinger

Solving Campus Problems

Jonathan Rubin

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

In this modern national landscape of political, social and moral
division, it is easy to put responsibility on the “other” instead
of examining our own beliefs,
actions and words, especially as
young people. It was, as I’m sure
many of you know, older white
folks who delivered 45 his narrow victory in the electoral college. Trump-ism is a symptom of
our sick society and as citizens
we have the responsibility to look
at ourselves and how we enable
this sickness. Specifically, I want
to look at our own campus.
We have had a contentious
past couple of years surrounding
diversity, inclusion and reparations. Following a national trend,
a group of students of color asked
CODA to release a list of demands
that would, if fulfilled, require the
university to reapportion funds in
order for our campus to be a more
comfortable place for students of
color. The demands would create
language courses for native speakers and more programs for marginalized national, racial and ethnic identities. The list also aimed
to create a more representative
faculty and staff. The demands
divided a lot of people and the list
remains contentious to this day.
While POC and white students
fell on many sides of this debate,
I want to focus on those who
were more concerned with the
methods as opposed to the actual
demands. Many, mostly white,
students never even mentioned
the substance of the list, instead
they complained about the way in
which professors were named or
they picked one demand to complain about.
I bring up the list of demands
not to open old wounds but to
point something out. While the
buzz words “diversity and inclusion” and “reparations” are
thrown around a lot on this campus, I have rarely heard any frank

discussions or opinions, especially from white students, about
what we, as a campus, should do
to limit or, ideally, prevent the
suffering that often comes when
a POC attends a predominantly
white institution.
Diversity and inclusion are not
reparations. If one group needs to
be included into another, rarely
is the latter the one that needs to
change. In this case, Lawrence, a
historically predominately white
university, wants to “include”
POC and other marginalized folks
into a historically white space.
Reparations imply that wrongdoing is being admitted and efforts
to genuinely right wrongs are
being made, especially by financial means.
White liberals (myself included) need to do some serious work
in order to determine what we
actually believe will help our
peers and how much of our privilege and recourses we are willing to give up. I am not writing
this letter to shame someone for
liking Colman’s new look or for
loving LUaroo, but, the truth is,
if we believe that our campus is
suffering from institutional racism (which it is), then it is our job
to discuss solutions and solutions
need money. It isn’t just enough
to say that you are antiracist. We
live in a community with a problem and as leaders, friends, mentors and colleagues we owe it one
another to be part of the solution.
When I came to this realization, the question I asked was,
“If my beliefs and ideas are not
helping my community now, how
can they?” The biggest answers I
have arrived at are listening and
empathy. If our goal is to help,
then we should start at finding a
solution. A solution to this problem needs to make all of our peers
safe, happy and hopefully successful. In order to find what I think
is the most appropriate solution,
I need to listen to my peers with

A Crash Diet of What it Actually Means to be “Fat”

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

For seven years I have stayed
between 157-180 pounds. I would
say I am about 175 right now. “But
Mara,” you might be thinking, “you
are a female presenting person!
You are supposed to be lighter
than air and feed on only rays
of sunlight and lukewarm water
—how can you possess any fat
at all?” Okay, so maybe no one
was thinking that, but you may be
balking at the number. For those
who do not know, I am 5’ 6”, which
puts my BMI in the overweight
category. A lot of people are actually surprised to hear that. I do
not necessarily look fat. I am not
someone you would peg as “looking unhealthy,” but for a long time
in my life I posed my goal as the
pursuit of health. Just following
a diet that was reasonable with
minimal sugar and lots of fruits
and vegetables. I am “overweight”
after all, my goal should be health.
I have a question for you:
which will kill you faster—excess
fat or starvation? It is an obvious answer, but our society cannot seem to connect the dots. If

obesity will kill you slower than
anorexia or bulimia, why do we
punish obese people and reward
anorexic ones? Sure, we might
tell the girls who are too bony
that they need to eat more and if
they look like skeletons we will
tell them to stop their destructive
habits, but before anyone notices
the troubling signs we laud these
people for their thinness. We put
them up on a pedestal for their
tiny waists and thigh gaps. Models
are starting to diversify, but the
most common clap back to this
movement of body positivity is
that being fat is “unhealthy.” There
are countless campaigns against
obesity and countless people who
use ads or presentations to scare
us into eating healthy and exercising. Sure, obesity is correlated
to more health problems, but as
I pointed out, the starvation of
eating disorders will kill a person
faster than extra fat ever could. If
our concern was truly health, our
first target would be the dangers
of an eating disorder and the marketing that can influence one. But
our aim is not, in fact, health.
As a society, we are far fatter than we should be and that is
definitely a problem, but the issue

has more layers than just that
people are lazy or unwilling to eat
good food. First of all, food deserts cause lower income houses
to be drawn to cheap fast food
without a proper market nearby.
Even if they do have that market, they might not have the time
to cook wholesome food every
night. Second, exercise will not
solve that problem. If you want to
lose fat, the best way is to eat less
sugar and empty carbohydrates,
and start exercising more to gain
muscle. Sugar actually leads me to
the third and most important part
of the equation, which is that companies need to be up front about
their sugar addition and drastically reduce it. Some scientists in the
early 1900s recognized that sugar
was the cause of our weight gain
and increased health problems,
but sugar companies wanted to
keep us addicted to the sweet stuff
that our brains love. These corporations paid off scientists to blame
fat consumption instead (hence so
many “low fat” products) and lobbied the government to exclude
sugar from the daily percentages
on food labels.
So it seems that we are not
actually all that concerned about

health, seeing as how extra sugar
is added to pretty much everything. We are only supposed
to consume 24 grams of sugar
per day and most sodas contain
two times that amount. That is
really not good for our bodies.
We have started to acknowledge
this, but the systemic issues that
keep people fat remain very much
intact. This brings me to our idea
of “health.” The images conjured
up when thinking about health
are thin women in yoga pants, thin
women at the gym, thin women
at juice bars and oh, whoops, we
seem to have stumbled upon the
issue, which is that thinness has
replaced “health.” If health was
our main concern, we would not
be pushing a mostly exercise filled
message sponsored by Coke and
we would not be applauding all
skinny people like they somehow cracked the secret to being
healthy.
A friend of mine once suffered from such extreme anxiety
that they could not eat solid food
without throwing up, and even
after that long episode of drinking only protein shakes, they still
could not manage to eat much.
They are doing better now, but for

See page 12

a stupid while in my life I actually
envied that response as opposed
to my body’s opposite response
of weight gain. Skinny became a
consolation prize for anxiety. Even
after all my talk about health, all I
wanted to be was really skinny. I
now realize how messed up that
is. No one would have accused my
friend of being unhealthy. They
were “too small” to be unhealthy
and not skeletal enough to be
worthy of worry. But their size
said absolutely nothing about the
state of their health. The truth is,
we say health the same way we
say skinny.
I could very well face problems in the future based on extra
fat—or I could not. But my outside appearance says nothing
about that. If I went over a certain threshold, I would definitely
face problems and maybe even die
ten years early. But I would still
live longer than those who starve
themselves. Until I see massive
reform in the food industry and
lower income communities, I have
no reason to believe that health is
at the forefront of our minds.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided
by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Maternal Love: A Choice?

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

My mom has a picture of me,
snapped at the perfect moment,
right as my tooth fell out and I
caught it in my hand. My delight
and excitement captured in the
photo (mostly about the money
to come that night from a certain
tooth fanatical fairy) reminds me
every time I see it how great a
mother I have. She was (and still
is) always making a big deal about
my little accomplishments and
celebrating with my little sister
and me during the various developments in our lives. I will never
question that my mom is the best
mom ever (as I think around 15
various odd Mother’s Day cards
and birthday cards proudly proclaim to my mom every year), and
that all she does for my sister and
me isn’t anything short of amazing. But I do wonder from time to
time, as she talks to me about my
grandma and as I see various portrayals in the media, if any mom in
today’s society really has a choice.
What I mean by that is a tricky
subject. I have never experienced
pregnancy or childbirth, so I cannot tell you or try to explain the
incredible bond that happens
between mother and child when
they first bring their child into
the world, but I do understand
that from that experience a fierce
desire to protect as well as nurture the defenseless baby is created in a sudden rush of love.
An article from The Atlantic written by Adrienne Lafrance says,
“What scientists do know…. is
that becoming a parent looks—at
least in the brain—a lot like falling in love. Which helps explain
how many new parents describe
feeling when they meet their newborns.” So, lets assume that for a

new mother, it is biologically natural that she will fall in love with
her baby and wish for it everything a mother in the mammalian
family would: shelter, food, safety,
etc. But then what? How is a good
mother defined after the point of
giving birth?
My initial response was to
think that society’s expectations
are slightly more individualized
for each mother nowadays, allowing them more time to enjoy being
single and explore various pursuits before settling down. Also,
there should be more lenience in
terms of what constructs a typical
nuclear family today, as well as
the fact of having a working mom
being more acceptable, especially
as the number of single mothers
today is significantly more than
70 years ago. I thought back to
the ads of my mother and grandmother’s time being shown on
the television, of the cookie cutter
family with the dad coming home,
briefcase in hand, to his beautiful wife, happily serving him supper in a spotless setting as their
children sit across the table and
everyone smiles, even the family
dog. I thought to myself, “Well, at
least the media doesn’t portray
moms like that anymore, because
I couldn’t imagine the kind of
pressure that would be to try to be
a single full time mother and live
up to all those expectations still.”
Then I started thinking of the
last time I saw a ‘mom’ figure in the
media; for example, in two movies that came out recently -- The
Greatest Showman directed by
Micheal Gracey, and Coco directed
by Lee Unkrich and Adrian Molina.
All the maternal figures portrayed
in these movies are almost exactly like the images given to my
grandma and my mother, depicting women who married fairly

early and then started popping
out kids while supporting their
husbands by staying home and
keeping house. These women
are happy and content with their
lives, but their dependence on
their husbands is clear, especially
in The Greatest Showman when,
(spoiler alert) the main protagonist and his wife fight, and her
only means of independence from
him and ability to support herself
and her children is to move back
in with her parents, which really
just shows that her dependence
merely switches from one man
in her life to another in order to
survive.
I do not condemn the family
dynamic in which a woman is
financially dependent upon her
spouse, or the idea of women
being housewives, because for
some women this lifestyle gives
them genuine happiness. But I am
disappointed in today’s society,
and how few changes there are in
our depictions of women and their
complex relationship with motherhood. When the pop culture of
the day tells you to go out and be
independent and a free woman,
able to do whatever you want with
yourself and your body, but then it
doesn’t say anything about what
to do after, it creates a confusing
dichotomy of modern views of
young women and their independence and strangely traditional
views concerning motherhood.
How are the women of today supposed to cook, clean, help their
kids with homework and make
sure they are doing alright, and
also their spouse if they have
one, and possibly maintain a full
time job, as well as catering their
schedule to any after school soccer game or dance recital or late
work meeting, and also make the

was straight up cheating, as in she
was posing something rhetorical
at a time where I was not looking for philosophical ideas, but
some sort of definitive, concrete
thesis. But in a discussion of the
cosmological, of deities, gods and
legends and a world of ancient
tradition hard to grasp without
a fantastic imagination, Proctor’s
lecture was strikingly human. It
was relevant and honest, and for
the first time during my time at
Lawrence, her lecture rationalized
why Freshman Studies and the
liberal arts education might just
so happen to be relevant to me. In
fact, one might even go as far as
to say that Proctor’s lecture altogether sets the standard for what
a Freshman Studies lecture should
be. So what made it so good?
For starters, Proctor was
incredibly well equipped to
be the guest expert on the The
Bhagavad Gita. Her lecture was
well informed, precise and centered around important narratives. Proctor is the perfect fit for
discussing the Gita; her Indian
roots and anthropological backgrounds make her well suited to
discuss Indian philosophies and
also religion, traditions and culture as a whole. She was knowledgeable on key concepts, but also
perfect for helping guide her audience through clever challenges.
For example, Proctor was pleasant, and even provided fun comic
relief when she guided her audience through the pronunciations
of names like Dhritarashtra and
Duryodhana (though her counsel was, regrettably, quickly forgotten. I still cannot pronounce

either). Also, she was more than
helpful when explaining the roles
of gods and deities—like Krishna,
Brahman, Shiva, Vishnu—or the
role of the caste system. Of course,
making the claim that a lecture
was helpful and informative
merely because the lecturer was
helpful and informing seems like
cheating, much in the same way
as opening a discussion about philosophy or god by asking broad,
rhetorical questions. However,
the value of this rather obvious
component of a good lecture cannot be valued enough, and cannot
go unsaid. It is vital to Freshman
Studies, and it is not impossible
to get it wrong as Lawrence has
missed in the past on the selection of appropriate speakers for
selected works. Professor Helen
Boyd Kramer’s lecture on Fun
Home by Alison Bechdel in the
first term of Freshmen Studies, for
example, stands in stark contrast
to Proctor’s lecture. While Kramer
was an appropriately credentialed
speaker, her discussion veered
away from the text at times, and
in hindsight felt much more like a
regrettably condescending discussion about sexuality as opposed to
a critical discussion of literature.
In all, Proctor was helpful in
understanding the Gita. This does
not, however, altogether set the
standard for a Freshman Studies
lecture. After all, most Freshman
Studies lectures follow the same
basic outline; the lecturers often
aim at some sort of contextual
explanations paired with a critical analysis. The lecture on Native
Guard given by Professor Melissa
Range teases out important

See page 12

Bear Deserves Second Chance

Simone Levy

Staff Writer
____________________________________

To some, his actions remain
unforgivable. But, for me, Lotso’-Huggin’ Bear, the antagonist of
Toy Story 3, deserves a second
chance: a chance to make it all
right in the eyes of the public.
Though he has committed grave
atrocities—atrocities that may be
difficult for many to excuse -- I
believe his heart is pure. Though
he perhaps does not deserve to be
forgiven, he does deserve a second
chance.
In order to fully understand
Lotso’s motives, it is critical to be
familiar with his troubled past. As
many know, Lotso’s first owner
was Daisy. Daisy took excellent
care of Lotso and his buddies,
providing them with all of the
tea parties and outings they
could ever desire. Unfortunately,
Daisy’s parents were not as kindhearted as Daisy was. One fateful
day, Lotso and his friends were
out with Daisy, when Daisy fell
asleep. When it was time to go
home, Daisy’s parents displayed
extreme negligence when they
brought Daisy back to their car:
they neglected to take Lotso et.
al. along with them, leaving them,
lying dejected and disgraced on
the cold dirt ground. As we all
know, this was only the beginning
of Lotso’s growing distrust for
humans. Lotso and his pals hitchhiked back home in the pouring
rain, only to discover that Daisy
had replaced Lotso with a different Lots-o’-Huggin’ Bear. At this
moment, Lotso felt a devastation
no toy should ever feel. This abandonment was too much for him
to handle, effectively transforming
Lotso into the villain we tend to
see him as.
It is my belief that this strawberry-scented bear warrants a

second chance at love; it is my
belief that this old soul has been
through too many struggles to
have his actions attributed to the
alleged pure evil inside of him.
First, Lotso was betrayed by
Daisy’s parents, and not Daisy,
which Lotso could not have been
aware of. It was Daisy’s parents
who neglected to collect Lotso and
his buds from the outing on that
fateful day, and it was also Daisy’s
parents, presumably, who bought
Daisy the “replacement” While
Lotso knew that it was the parents
who forgot them on that outing,
he could not have known that it
was her parents who bought the
replacement toy. When I was little,
I lost my beloved stuffed baby
named Pink Baby. After I lost her,
my parents suggested I replace
her with an identical Pink Baby
that I already had. However, this
replacement never held the same
place in my heart, and I refused to
let her truly take the place of the
OG Pink Baby. Luckily, I eventually
found her stuffed inside a sleeping
bag months later and tossed the
replacement out the door. I can
only imagine that Daisy honestly
mourns the loss of the OG Lotso,
and that his replacement will
never mean as much to her as the
original Lotso did. Unfortunately,
Lotso does not see this, and thinks
that Daisy has fully replaced him
and tossed him to the curb. The
level of betrayal and disloyalty
that Lotso has mistakenly been
the victim of became the downfall
that crushed Lotso and his happygo-lucky attitude.
Lotso is bitter that he was
rejected and treated like garbage.
As a result of this, he attempts
to even things out by becoming
the evil overlord that we all saw

See page 12

Lavanya Proctor’s Lecture Reminded Me Why We Take Freshman Studies

Wyatt Lee

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Last Monday, Jan. 8, Professor
Lavanya Proctor stood on the
stage of the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel to deliver her lecture on
The Bhagavad Gita. She opened
with a broad, overarching question: “Why are you here?” In truth,
this sort of broad philosophical
inquiry made me want to roll
my eyes. It was bland, rhetorical,
lacking a definitive answer. Yes,
Professor Proctor, why am I here?
And while we are at, is there a
god? What is consciousness? Why
do bad things happen to good
people? Why does my dog lick the
furniture?
Please, tell me…
Meanwhile, Proctor was
quick to point out that her question “was not an existential one,”
but a very specific one and that
she was only asking for an equally
specific self-reflective answer. I
did not write down my own, but
I felt it was appropriate and probably not unlike the answers of
most of my peers around me. Why
was I here? Because my grade in
Freshman Studies depended on
it, of course. However, it didn’t
change the weight of the question as it hung over the rest of
Professor Proctor’s lecture.
“Why are you here?” Of
course, how could we talk about
religion, the spiritual nature of
things, of heaven and gods and
the cosmic universe as a whole if
we did not aim right at the heart
of those big, unanswerable questions. Proctor’s initial hook for
her lecture on the Gita felt like she

concepts from the text, like the
role of monuments in Natasha
Trethwey’s poetry. Professor Ben
Tilghman’s lecture on Landscape
in the Fall of Icarus was especially
intriguing, providing a clear path
on how to analyze art and ask
questions about it. Tilghman also
guided his audience to water by
detailing Pieter Bruegel’s attitude
toward the upper class in the historical context of his work in the
sixteenth century, and his fixation
on the cheeky juxtaposition of butt
jokes, but leaves it up to his audience to use that context to form
their own arguments. Professor
Mark Jenike’s lecture on Sweetness
and Power was especially informative in regards to understanding the lens in which anthropologist Sidney Mintz approached his
work. Proctor’s lecture was, in
this sense, no different from the
typical Freshman Studies lecture.
She stayed within the basic format, and appropriately so. The
format works, and nailing those
important concepts of being
informative and critical of both
context and the respective work
makes a lecture, inherently good.
Proctor’s lecture was refreshing
not because it was helpful, but
rather because it goes back to the
core of Freshman Studies.
Proctor began her lecture
with one specific, yet simultaneously existential question. But
she used The Bhagavad Gita to
make the exploration of that one
existential question an entirely
human experience. Proctor didn’t
try to answer that question: “Why
are you here?” How could she?
But she made it relevant and even

aimed back at other enormous
questions that Freshman Studies
tries to explore. What is the best
sort of life for human beings?
Are there limits to human knowledge? How should we respond
to injustice and suffering? Unlike
many of her counterparts, Proctor
explained how The Bhagavad Gita
might help answer these, specifically. Perhaps our dharma, or duty,
means something to the entire
balance of the universe. As she
was clever to point out, according
to the Gita, my duty as a student
was to be at that very lecture and
to get a grade purely because I
was supposed to do it. The universe depended on me, and the
same was perhaps true of all my
peers. Perhaps we have a duty to
take action, karma, against suffering and injustice when we see
it. Or perhaps we can also choose
inaction, to preserve. Proctor
didn’t just explain these concepts
as they appear in the Gita, nor
did she leave them in the historical context in which, as a whole,
we were discussing them. Instead
she looked her audience in the
eye and asked them, specifically,
what they were to do with these
concepts. In the end, she made
all the discussion about gods and
legends and the balance of the
universe seem practically obtainable. She began with one existential question, and touched many
others along the way, but ended
with a very personal one. With
what you’ve learned, what will
you choose to do?
This is, after all, the entire
point of Freshman Studies.
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How often do you use CAS tutoring outside of Freshman Studies?
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“The more people in the registry
the more likely it is that patients
with cancers like leukemia can
find a match and survive their
cancer,” Ori said. “I was one of the
lucky few who was able to donate.
Maybe you could be too.”
Next Thursday, Jan. 25, there
is going to be a blood drive held
in the Warch Campus Center from
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in order to
provide life-saving blood to those
who need it. As part of this blood
drive, students, faculty, staff and
members of the community will
be able to register with Be The
Match. Registration is easy and
painless.

“My first step in all of this
was a cheek swab for the registry,”
Ori said. “I encourage everyone
to join the registry. It feels awesome to have had the opportunity
to directly impact someone's life
the way I was able to through this
donation process.”
For those who want to get
involved, they can go to www.
save3lives.org and sign up for
the event by entering code A014
or they can sign up by calling
the Community Blood Center
at +1-800-280-4102. The blood
drive and registration event will
be at Esch Hurvis Room in Warch
Campus Center.

Lawrence alumna saves life with bone marrow
continued from page 6

able to leave the hospital the same
day.”
While the procedure may
seem complicated, Ori said that
she knew what she was getting
into. “This procedure seems like
a lot, but I really went into this
procedure with my eyes open.
Be The Match does a really good
job informing their donors about
what to expect every step of the
way,” she said.
Unfortunately, the likelihood
of a donor being matched with a
patient is quite small, about one in
every 430, according to the Be The
Match website. However, it is still
important for people to register.

Maternal Love: A Choice?
continued from page 11

cupcakes for their daughters presentation in class tomorrow?
Being a mother has never been
an easy job, no matter the circumstance. I could never imagine
having sole responsibility over
another tiny human in this crazy
world when I haven’t even yet
figured out how to manage my
own life. But the fact that current
media portrayals of mothers still
show them as somehow ‘able to
do it all’ gives an unnecessary
amount of pressure to strive to
stay up however late is needed
to make those cupcakes because

if they are store bought the other
mothers will start to question the
ability of that mom to really take
care of her kids like a ‘good mom’
does. I want my mom to know
right now, I greatly appreciate
every late night theater rehearsal
you picked me up from, all the
far away tennis games and, most
of all, that you were confident
enough in yourself and your ability to be a kickass mom to know
that sometimes sleep is way more
important than any cupcakes for a
presentation will ever be.

at Sunnyside Daycare. But everything that he does is out of absolute distrust and wariness he harbors toward humans as a result
of his troubled past with humans.
It was Lotso’s unfair upbringing
that caused him to have these outbreaks against all of the other
donated toys at Sunnyside. He had
no control when Daisy’s parents
replaced him, so he tried to regain

that control by being the dictator
he is at Sunnyside. However, if
given a wholesome, fruitful, and
caring relationship with a human,
he may learn to trust again. But
we can only know this if we give
him that second chance. I think it
is time we pull him out of the pile
of trash he has been rotting in and
let him prove to us that he is ready
to be loved and to love us back.

Bear Deserves Second Chance
continued from page 11

Cuban history

continued from page 8

shots. There was a pair of tiny legs
sticking out from behind a tree.
There were many homages to the
photographers he had mentioned
earlier. In conclusion, Ramírez
said that he and Velasco worked
to create “a place where you go…
to make up your mind about the
past and the present and begin to
question the future.”
After the talk, the crowd
moved to the gallery, where
Ramírez’s work and many pieces
by the artists he had mentioned
hang together.
You can visit the Wriston Art
Center Galleries to enjoy them for
yourself. Plaques in the gallery
will guide you on an explorational journey through photography
history. On the way through, you
will find other recent acquisitions,
including work by Lawrence art
faculty, “Pulped Under Pressure,”
an exhibit of ecologically-focused
handmade paper crafts, and
much more. The Winter Term
Exhibitions will be open until
Friday, March 9.
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Solving Campus Problems
continued from page 10

different experiences and trying
to imagine how I would feel if I
were being treated this way. Only
once we know what is happening
and how it impacts our peers can
we solve these problems.
Liberalism is not just some-

THE

thing we employ for social credit;
it is central to the pedagogy of our
shared Lawrence education. We
must seek to find new solutions to
the problems of modern society as
a community.
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